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Executive Summary / Statement

Welcome to Orchard's Carbon Report.

This report has been generated to quantify the carbon footprint for Reporting Year 2023, and to act as the basis for data-driven decision-making 
when it comes to Orchard's sustainability strategy.

The key points from this report are:

• The total footprint for the reporting period is 205.93 tCO2e.

• The key contributors to the overall footprint are:

- Flights And Eurostar %33.1967

- Employee Commute %1P.2G67

- Burchased zoods %9.0P67

- Collectively these made up 596 of the total footprint.

• ®ased on 51 full time employees on average during the period, this is a value of 4.04 tCO2e/employee.

This year, we strongly recommend formalising Orchard's net Hero pathway and making use of the Virtual Sustainability OfficerN to continue the 
momentum that the company has generated by implementing this report.
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Emissions Summary /



Emissions Summary / Emission Overview

8ere you can find your emissions broken down by their operational category.

To explore these emissions in more detail, please visit https://vso.alectro.io/overview/summary-by-group

Emissions by Group

Monthly Emissions by Group
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Emissions Summary / Category Breakdown

Category Breakdown

8ere you can find your emissions 
broken down by their operational 
category.

This allows you to quickly under-
stand which parts of the business 
contribute the emission hotspots so 
that you can attribute emissions re-
duction actions to specific parts of 
the business.

To explore these emissions in more 
detail, please visit https://vso.alec-
tro.io/overview/summary-by-group
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Emissions Summary / Total Company Emissions

8ere you can find your emissions broken down by the reporting year to allow an annual comparison. 

To explore these emissions in more detail, please visit https://vso.alectro.io/emissions 

Company Emissions

Emissions per Employee
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Emissions Summary / Annual Comparison

8ere you can see a breakdown of the total emissions of each category measured.

Blease note that the total emissions should be compared with employee growth to compare real vs relative changes. 

A full breakdown of each section can be explored at https://vso.alectro.io/emissions 
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Suggested ’ext Steps /



Suggested ’ext Steps / Our Comments

Orchard completed its base year of carbon measurement with a carbon footprint of 205.92 tonnes. The Virtual Sustainability OfficerN has 
identified that the main categories contributing to Orchard's high carbon footprint are flights and Eurostar travel, accounting for PI.34 tCO2e, 
and employee commuting, accounting for 33.51 tCO2e.

These categories are crucial areas for improvement, and it is suggested that Orchard use the VSOjs Actions ®oard to track progress and 
implement reduction ideas.

Furthermore, it is imperative for Orchard to prioritiHe investigating its supply chain to understand and address additional sources of emissions. 
We recommend creating key policies such as a Sustainability Bolicy, an Environmentally Breferred Brocurement %EBB7 Bolicy, and a Supplier 
Bolicy to effectively guide your sustainability efforts.

Dt is important to note that offsetting should be used in con(unction with emission reduction actions, rather than as the sole solution. Dn 
this first year of analysis, Orchard's carbon footprint stands at 4.04 tCO2e per employee, serving as a baseline for future comparisons and 
improvements.

We look forward to supporting Orchard in its sustainability (ourney and are confident that with the right strategies in place, significant progress 
can be made towards reducing its environmental impact.
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Suggested ’ext Steps / Action Tracker

This is a list of suggested actions to implement in the coming year. Each item can be assigned to a member of staff and the completion progress 
can be tracked with the kanban board.

The dynamic emission reduction action tracker can be explored at https://vso.alectro.io/actions

Doing

Carbon offset to become 
carbon neutral

Ideas

Create a sustainability policy Create a working group Create Key Carbon Perfor-
mance Indicators )KCPIsR

heport our impact publicly
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Bro(ect )etailed Analysis / Company Insig/ts D Employee Opinions

)uring the employee analysis, each member of the team answered standard questions about issues surrounding carbon emissions and climate 
change. The results are shown below and compared over time.

We asked employees how much they agreed or disagree with these standard questions Ushown below;, with the following options available for 
them to score their response by: 1 L Strongly )isagree, 2 L )isagree, 3 L ’eutral, 4 L Agree, 5 L Strongly Agree.

To explore these in more options, including how the scores have changed over time, please visit: https://vso.alectro.io/engagement
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Bro(ect )etailed Analysis / Company Insig/ts D SGU Support

Nnited Fations Sustainable Gevelopment Uoals )SGUsR

The “’ Sustainable )evelopment zoals %S)zs; are a set of 1G global ob(ectives aimed at ending poverty, protecting the planet, and ensuring 
prosperity for all by 2030. For more information, you can visit https://sdgs.un.org/goals

We asked employees to vote for their top three goals for guidance on which pro(ect they would like to see the company support, with the results 
shown below.

To explore the votes in more detail, please visit https://vso.alectro.io/engagement
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Emissions /



Emissions / Hlig/ts And Eurostar

3
U%U Scope

68.34 tCO2e
Total Impact

33.19 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Flights often contribute significantly to a company emission profile due to the very nature of the carbon intensive aviation industry.

®usiness class Uor above; flight contributions are significantly higher than their economy class counterparts due to the space taken up within 
the plane.

Company travel policies can address emissions reductions from flights by following a combination of the following” checking that the flight is 
necessary in the first place, checking if the flight class is appropriate for the (ourney, making sure that the flight canjt be replaced by train travel 
Uespecially in Europe;, and making sure that (ourneys are optimised.

Flight Map
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Emissions / Employee Commute

3
U%U Scope

33.51 tCO2e
Total Impact

16.27 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Employee Commute is mainly impacted by the mode of transport and the total distance travelled by employees. A high proportion of distance 
travelled by car or motorcycle will increase the impact, whereas when employees use mass transport methods like Rail or Metro systems, then 
the impact will reduce.

Employee Commute KM

Employee Commute tCO2e
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Emissions / Purc/ased Uoods

3
U%U Scope

18.65 tCO2e
Total Impact

9.06 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Emissions from general purchased items Uelectronic assets are calculated separately; contribute to the company emission profile in Scope 3.

The impact comes from items within the analysed expenses and can be categorised directly.

These items include Stationary, Office Furniture, and Office Consumables.

Moving forward, we recommend providing as much information as possible on the expense submissions to allow accurate categorisation and 
tracking in future years. For more information, we can provide an ideal template for the expenses and the company can introduce guidelines 
for expense entry.

We recommend implementing and following a strong Environmental Burchasing Blan %EBB7 to ensure that company purchases are aligned to 
the companyjs net Hero plan.

Purchased Goods Emissions
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Emissions / Electronic EMuipment

3
U%U Scope

16.84 tCO2e
Total Impact

8.18 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

)ay-to-day operations require consumable-electronics and DT equipment. The calculations use manufacturer @ife Cycle Analysis %@CA7 values 
but exclude point-of-use values Uthese are included in electricity consumption;.

This data comes directly from the Assets “pload wiHard, and takes all items purchased in the reporting year, according to z8z Brotocol 
guidelines.

When it comes to DT equipment, emissions are essentially unavoidable, so selecting supplier wisely is the best choice a company can make. Df 
you need advice on the best companies, please ask the Alectro team.

Dn addition, e-waste should be managed appropriately. ®eing fully accountable for every device used, and responsibly recycling or disposing 
of these devices at their end-of-life, should be implemented as an official policy.

Electronic Equipment tCO2e
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Emissions / Business Travel

3
U%U Scope

15.78 tCO2e
Total Impact

7.66 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

®usiness travel emissions come directly from expenses and are categorised by their type. Specifying the method of travel and any additional 
information will improve the data for future years of analysis.

Dn general, public transport has a much lower impact than private transport methods and so should be pioritised. For example, company policies 
should prioritise train travel over private vehicle mileage where possible. Where this is impossible, the company should look to introduce means 
to assist employees with a transition to electric vehicles or similar.

Distance Travelled
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Emissions / Operational Wileage

1
U%U Scope

13.94 tCO2e
Total Impact

6.77 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Operational Mileage refers to mileage done exclusively for company operations. zeneral business mileage is included within ®usiness Travel.

Dn general, the most significant changes that organiHations with high Operational Mileage can make is to swap the fleet to a fleet made up entirely 
of Electric Vehicles UEVs;. ®y ensuring that the charging points are supplied by 1006 low carbon electricity, this means that the company will 
have Hero-emissions at point of use with a 1006 EV fleet.

Operational Mileage Emissions
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Emissions / Sustenance

3
U%U Scope

12.62 tCO2e
Total Impact

6.13 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Emissions from general sustenance Ufor example for meetings, socials, and when travelling; contribute to the company emission profile but are 
often overlooked. 

The impact comes from analysed expenses and can be categorised by the different type of sustenance Ui.e. coffees, food, or drinks;. 

Moving forward, we recommend providing as much information as possible on the expense submissions to allow accurate categorisation and 
tracking in future years. For more information, we can provide an ideal template for the expenses and the company can introduce guidelines 
for expense entry. 

We recommend searching for local restaurants that actively engage with net Hero goals themselves, and using these as the main –go-to© spots 
for meetings and company socials. 

Meals and Sustenance Emissions
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Emissions / %otels

3
U%U Scope

10.01 tCO2e
Total Impact

4.86 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

8otel travel is recorded from expenses, and cross-referenced with any additional information added from Events data.

The impact per night of a hotel stay typically relys on the power-grid for the country in which the hotel is based. For a country with a very 
low carbon grid Ui.e. France; the impact for a hotel stay will be lower than a night in a country with a carbon intensive electricity grid Ui.e. The 
Maldives;.

8otel stays should also be booked within hotels that themselves have a commitment to net Hero.

Hotels
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Emissions / Office Hood And Grink

3
U%U Scope

5.52 tCO2e
Total Impact

2.68 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

This data comes from a combination of direct data entry and any additional items purchased through the company expense systems. 

Office food and drink contributes to the overall company emission profile based on the impact of the production of the items consumed within 
the office. 

Some items in particular Ufor example coffee and dairy milk; can be significant contributors and so ensuring these high impact items are 
purchased according to an Environmental Burchasing Blan %EBB7 is important. 

Finally, the company should seek to reduce any waste as actively as possible by only ordering what is needed and monitoring the consumption 
levels on a monthly basis. 

Ofkce Food and DrinU Emissions
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Emissions / jorking Hrom %ome

3
U%U Scope

2.62 tCO2e
Total Impact

1.27 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Working-from-home emissions come directly from employee responses when completing their onboarding Uor annual confirmation exercise;. 

These take into account whether the employee has chosen to use a low-carbon tariff at home, and also how much heating they typically use 
in a working day. 

Dt is important to help employees to understand the impact of working from home and what they can do to reduce it. We recommend actively 
engaging employees to choose low carbon electricity tariffs at home. 

wsing rene?able energy at homeW
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Emissions / Hacilities

1 3
U%U Scope

2.15 tCO2e
Total Impact

1.04 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

The impact from facilities typically comes from 4 sources: power, heating space and water, cooling, and water consumption. 

You can reduce your emissions from power by choosing a low carbon electricity provider for all company sites and committing to being powered 
by 1006 low carbon power as a company. 

You can reduce emissions from heating by actively engaging with the team managing facilities, or by choosing a facility with a highly efficient 
energy rating. 

Water use tends to be a low emitting category, and this will lowe further as national net Hero goals are targetted.

When refrigerants Utypically from AC units; leak into the atmosphere they can have enormous impacts. As such, we encourage very active 
monitoring of systems to ensure any leaks are investigated as soon as possible.

Facilities Emissions
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Emissions / jaste Wanagement

3
U%U Scope

0.43 tCO2e
Total Impact

0.21 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Emissions from waste come from the data inputs provide by the waste data holder. 

Dn general, we recommend implementing organic waste and recycling points, ensuring that signage and instructions are clear for all employees, 
and using suppliers that transfer Hero waste to landfill. 

xaste Emissions
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Emissions / Paper And Postage

3
U%U Scope

0.15 tCO2e
Total Impact

0.07 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Emissions from paper come from reports generated from print usage. 

Emissions from postage come from expenses which are categorised by their type. 

We recommend implementing and following a strong Environmental Burchasing Blan %EBB7 to ensure that the printing company and companies 
used for postage and couriers are aligned to the companyjs net Hero plan.

Paper and Distribution Emissions
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Emissions / Electricity

2
U%U Scope

0.00 tCO2e
Total Impact

0.00 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Electricity is reported using a dual reporting methodology, making use of location- and market-based emissions. 

@ocation-based emissions refer to the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production and delivery of electricity within the grid as 
an entire network.

Market-based emissions for electricity take into account the emissions associated with the production of the electricity that a consumer has 
chosen to purchase - for example, a low carbon tariff. 

®oth values are reported within the Virtual Sustainability OfficerN. 

Electricity wse
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Emissions / Electricity

2
U%U Scope

0.00 tCO2e
Total Impact

0.00 %
q of Total Impact

Explore Data →

Emissions can be reported according to both Market-based and @ocation-based methods:

Market-based emissions: 0.00 tCO2e

Location-based emissions: 20.G0 tCO2e

The fuel mix is shown by the chart below.

Electricity Mi
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Emissions / Supply C/ain

The supply chain has been analysed using an extension of the Bareto principle to measure the top proportion of company spend. 

A company is highlighted in green if it passes the assessment. This means the company reports emissions publicly and has a net Hero strategy 
in place. 

A company is highlighted in amber if it has clear engagement with sustainability, but hasn't publicly published its carbon emissions or net Hero 
goals. A standard sustainability policy isnjt enough to be considered in this bucket. 

A company is highlighted in red if it has no engagement with sustainability publicly listed, or its publicly listed documents lack data or clear 
goals and targets of how the company will reach net Hero. 

You can explore this section in more detail here: https://vso.alectro.io/supply-chain

Supply Chain Emissions
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Emissions / Competitors

We have used publicly available data to report what competitors are doing to address their net Hero agenda, and their carbon emissions.

Currently, it can be difficult to compare carbon emissions at face value because companies report varying levels of depth when it comes to 
their operational boundary.

We recommend that Orchard uses this report, the data within it, and the understanding from the process, to really understand what competitors 
are and are not reporting before drawing conclusions on the relative impacts.

For this reason, we also recommend total transparency when reporting your own carbon impact so when external organisations are looking at 
your reporting, they are provided with a clear explanation of what is and is not reported.

Df no data is shown, then the competitor doesnjt report its impact publicly.

You can explore this section in more detail here: https://vso.alectro.io/competitors 

Direct Competitors Emissions Per Employee
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Frameworks / U%U Protocol

8ere you can find your emissions broken down by their z8z Brotocol Scope. To explore these emissions in more detail, please visit 
https://vso.alectro.io/overview/summary-by-scope

Emissions by Scope

Monthly Emissions by Scope
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Frameworks / U%U Protocol

8ere you can find your emissions 
broken down by their z8z Brotocol 
Scope.

This allows you to quickly report 
emissions in line with the z8z Bro-
tocol. Scope 2 emissions take Mar-
ket-®ased emissions where possi-
ble, but fall back to @ocation-®ased 
emissions where they donjt exist. 

To explore these emissions in more 
detail, please visit 
https://vso.alec-
tro.io/overview/summa-
ry-by-scope
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Frameworks / U%U Protocol
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Methodology / Pro2ect Admin

Alectro: This analysis was conducted by Alectro @td, for any questions please get in touch with us by emailing hello alectro.io

Orchard: This pro(ect was led by alastair.wilson thinkorchard.com, tim.powell thinkorchard.com, perla.poncenuneH thinkorchard.com

Reporting Period: 1 October 2022  30 September 2023

Report Generated: This report was generated on 20 March 2024

Organisational Boundaries: We will use the operational control approach to establish the organisational boundary of Orchard's carbon reporting. 
As defined by the z8z Brotocol, this will include Operations where you have the full authority to introduce and implement operating policies. 
“nder this approach, 1006 of z8z emissions from all owned and leased facilities over which the Orchard has direct operational control are 
included. 

Operational Boundaries: All z8z emissions associated with the organisational boundary are included and categorised as Scope 1 Udirect;, 
Scope 2 Urequired indirect;, and Scope 3 Uoptional indirect; emissions.
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Methodology / heporting Principles

Alectro believe that emission reporting should be conducted with the same importance as financial accounting and reporting. Dn line with the 
World Resource Dnstitute %WRD7 z8z Accounting and Reporting Brinciples, this analysis and report has been conducted to ensure that the 
information is a true and fair account of Orchard and its current situation.  We therefore ensure our analysis and reporting is based on the 
following principles:

Relevance: We ensure the z8z inventory appropriately reflects the z8z emissions of the company and serves the decision-making needs of 
users  both internal and external to the company.

Completeness: We account for and report on all z8z emission sources and activities within the chosen inventory boundary, including disclosing 
and (ustifying any specific exclusions.

Consistency: We use consistent methodologies to allow for meaningful comparisons of emissions over time. We transparently document any 
changes to the data, inventory boundary, methods, or any other relevant factors in the time series.

Transparency: We address all relevant issues in a factual and coherent manner, based on a clear audit trail. We disclose any relevant 
assumptions and make appropriate references to the accounting and calculation methodologies and data sources used.

Accuracy: We ensure that the quantification of z8z emissions is systematically neither over nor under actual emissions, as far as can be (udged, 
and that uncertainties are reduced as far as practicable. We achieve sufficient accuracy to enable users to make decisions with reasonable 
assurance as to the integrity of the reported information.
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Methodology / heporting Boundary
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T/is report /as been automatically generated for at 03D34D030,1 7563 6,

The report is provided to the Client sub(ect to the terms agreed upon and is not to be disclosed in whole or in part to third parties, or changed, modified or redacted without Alectrojs prior written 
consent. This report is not provided for purposes of advertising, sales, media, publication, websites or quotations except as agreed in the terms. Dnformation and data provided by Client or other 
organisations or individuals in the preparation of this report is believed to be accurate and reliable but has not been verified and Alectro does not provide any warranty relating to this information 
except as defined in the terms.

Bublicly available information has been collected from sources that Alectro deems reliable but Alectro has not verified the accuracy or completeness of this information or data and does not make 
any representation to have done so.

This report is not intended to be relied on for financial decision-making on the part of the Client unless otherwise stated. Any reliance placed on this report by Client or other third party organisations 
is done at the risk of Client or organisation. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Alectro accepts no responsibility or liability in respect of this report to any organisation or individual other than 
Client unless specifically stated. Df any of these terms are invalid or unenforceable, the continuation in full force and effect of the remainder will not be pre(udiced.

Copyright  Alectro @imited 2024. All rights reserved.


